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Breathtaking views

Elephant Mountain is
one of the best places
to take in the sprawling
Taipei cityscape

Welcome to Taiwan
It’s a rare joy to discover a whole nation
so tantalisingly off-radar as Taiwan. If you
can’t find it on a map, you’re far from
alone: for many people, it’s simply a name
on a manufacturing label, a place surely
dominated by factories and sprawling
cities. But oh, how wrong they are.
Leaf through these pages to discover
islands that are as rich in wildlife and tribal
culture as they are in natural beauty – from
the mighty peaks of the central highlands,
to the jungles that surround every city.
The only thing that sprawls here is the
beach: the long sandy shores in the south,
overlooking pristine coral reefs; and the
west’s California-style coast, with its rolling
surf and sleepy fishing villages.

Taipei, the capital, is also ready and
waiting to defy any stereotype you might
have: it’s a bustling Asian financial hub, yes,
but those bankers head for the hills every
weekend, to the many hiking and biking
trails within easy reach of the metropolis.
The further you venture, the more you’ll
be rewarded with outdoor adventures:
there are far-flung temples to explore,
mountains to climb, rivers to raft, and
indigenous tribes to meet on unforgettable
homestays. But hurry, Taiwan won’t remain
off-radar for long: last year saw the launch
of the first direct flight from London to
Taipei, making it easier to reach than
ever. Go now, before the rest of the world
realises what they’ve been missing too.
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Need to know
The Essentials
Currency: Taiwan New Dollar, currently around NT$40 to £1
Best time to visit: For hiking and outdoor activities, winter
and autumn are ideal. In summer, temperatures can reach mid
thirties on the coast – but the highlands are cooler.
Health and safety: Taiwan is a very safe country to travel with
modern hospitals, nation-wide rescue services and little crime.
Visas: British citizens can enter Taiwan free for 90 days.

DID YOU
KNOW?

From 2004 until
2010, Taipei 101 was
the tallest building in
the world, at 508
metres tall. When you
arrive in the capital,
make its observation
tower your first stop:
between the 88th
and 91st floor. It’s the
perfect place to get
your bearings.

Taiwan in
numbers
130

Transport

Taipei close-up

(clockwise from top
left) Dusk in Taipei;
the iconic Taipei 101
building; Taiwan's
efficient public
transport

How to get to Taiwan: China Airlines (chinaairlines.com) flies non-stop from London
Gatwick to Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport
four times a week. EVA Air (evaair.com) flies
from London Heathrow via Bangkok. Many other
airlines offer indirect flights.
How to get around: In Taipei, the MRT (english.
metro.taipei) system is well-connected and
cheap, with one-day passes available. The
Taiwan High Speed Rail (thsrc.com.tw) is
a joy to use: trains are clean and efficient,
and unlimited travel passes are available for
overseas visitors. To explore further-flung sites
such as Taroko Gorge, Kenting National Park
and the central highlands, you’ll want to hire a
car or scooter: both can be done easily, either
locally or through international companies
such as Avis (avis.com). An International
Driver’s Licence is essential.

the width, in kilometres,
of the main island’s
narrowest point

15,000
the number of
temples to discover
in Taiwan

10,000

the average number of
dumplings devoured daily
in the Din Tai Fung
restaurant at the foot
of Taipei 101
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Taipei City

This is Taiwan’s capital and largest
city — a modern metropolis circled
by mountains.
Must do: Head up Taipei 101 for
spectacular views of the city.

Taichung City

Hualien County

Taichung is a bustling industrial city,
acting as the gateway to the island’s
mountainous interior.
Must do: Visit the ornate Magong
Chenghuang Temple.

Hualien borders the ocean,
hemmed in to the west by the
Central Range mountains.
Must do: Visit Taroko Gorge — a lush
wilderness to hike through.

Penghu County

Penghu is known as the pearl of the
Taiwan Strait, made up of 90 sandy
islands circled in aquamarine water.
Must do: Walk across the Penghu
Great Bridge.

Sun Moon Lake

Sun Moon Lake is a mirror-smooth
body of water reflecting the
surrounding forest and mountains.
Must do: Cycle around the exterior
of one of the many bike paths.

Alishan Tea Country

The misty fields of Alishan are
known for their tea across Taiwan.
Must do: Ride the narrow gauge
railway that whisks you upwards
over 77 wooden bridges.

Kaohsiung City

The port city of Kaohsiung is home
to glittering skyscrapers and
green parks.
Must do: Take a boat ride down Love
River or stroll past the many shops
and cafes along its banks.

Tainan City

Tainan City is the ancient capital of
Taiwan, nestled on coastal plains
with a warm year-round climate.
Must do: Soak in the city’s famous
mud springs.

Lanyu

Lanyu, or Orchid Island, is a
volcanic haven of green peaks and
sandy beaches.
Must do: Dive among the colour
coral reefs and fish.

Kenting

This national park covers 33,268
hectares of land, with golden
beaches and turquoise ocean.
Must do: Visit Eluanbi Lighthouse
— the island’s most southern point.
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Clockwise

Launching lanterns
above the Pingxi
railway line; the
bustle of Taipei's
business district

24 Hours in Taipei
Taiwan’s capital is a sprawling but
intriguing mass of temples and treasures
The Essentials

When to go: Taipei is an all-year city,
though prepare to sweat if you go
in summer.
Getting there: China Airlines
flies direct to Taipei from London
Gatwick, while Eva Air flies from
Heathrow via Bangkok.
Getting around: Buy an EasyCard —
a handy tap-and-ride card that you
can use on trains, buses and ferries.
It can be purchased and topped up
at all MRT stations.
Stopover: If you are just visiting
Taipei as a stopover, there’s still
plenty you can get done. Consider
registering for the free half-day
walking tour (eng.taiwan.net.tw/
tour), which runs directly from the
airport, taking in the best of the city’s
highlights before returning you to
the airport for your onward flight.

Before you arrive

Taipei is a frenetic, 24-hour
food worshipping city; one
dominated by consumerism
yet infused by authentic
Chinese beliefs. But it’s not as
impenetrable as it first seems.
Taiwan is a safe and tolerant
society, and this liberal spirit is
reflected in Taipei, the country's
relatively crime-free capital: the
greatest hazards you’re likely to
face here are those posed by
onrushing traffic. Just take care
to avoid any potential offence
and refer to Taiwan by its selfdeclared title, the Republic of
China, and not the People’s

TOP TIP

By buying
tickets online for
popular sites like
the observation
deck in the
Taipei 101
tower, you
can circumvent
entrance
queues, meaning
you can see a lot
in just one day.
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Republic of China, which it
broke away from in the 1940s.

At the airport

Taiwan Taoyuan International
Airport is located 40km west
of Taipei in the Dayuan district.
Non-stop flights go four times
a week from the UK and take
around 13 hours.
British citizens do not require
a visa for stays of up to 90
days. At the airport, the arrivals
process involves passing
through human quarantine,
then passport control, luggage
collection, animal and plant
quarantine, and finally luggage
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inspection. Once through, you
will find ATMs, info booths and
currency exchanges.

Elephant Mountain (Xiangshan).
At the top of the trail (about
a 30-minute climb up steps
and pathways) the whole city
is spread out before you. From
here, you can see Taipei 101
standing head and shoulders
above the rest.
Once you've taken in the view
from here, head back down and
hop on the MRT to the Taipei
101 stop to see the city from a
different angle. Ride the lift up
to its 89th-floor observatory
for fine views. After, grab a predinner tipple in the trendy bars
of Xinyi, then finish in one of
the many night markets. Firsttimers should try Shilin, where
you can sample specialities
like oyster omelette and the
infamous stinky tofu – not as
revolting as its smell.

Getting into town

The MRT network connects
the city’s main railway station
to the international airport. The
express train takes 40 minutes.
Taxis from the airport
downtown are metered
and take roughly one hour
depending on traffic. The
airport bus services drive
through key routes including
the #1819 to Taipei Main Rail
Station, #1840 to Songshan
Airport and #1960 to Taipei
City Hall.

First day’s tour

Taipei is spread out, so invest in
a MRT day-pass before heading
to its landmark Longshan
Temple. At 8am this TaoistBuddhist site is full of pre-work
worshippers; grab a breakfast
of tasty dumpling soup at its
nearby foodstalls.
A short MRT trip takes you to
the Chiang- Kai-shek Memorial
Hall, a bombastic colossus
revering the father of modern

Taiwan. See its changing of the
guard and check out the slick
Cadillac collection amid his
curious memorabilia.
Jump on the Tamsui-Xinyi
MRT line next to reach Tamsui’s
17th-century Fort San Domingo
on the coast. The Dutch-built
fort is adjacent to the former
British Consular Residence,
with its old Victorian interior.
Grab food at the metro
stalls, then zip back on the
MRT to Shilin. From here,
the R30 bus links to the
National Palace Museum,
a site dazzling with interesting
Chinese antiquities acquired
when Taiwan ceded from
China in 1949.
To see the Taipei skyline in
all its glory, you'll want to climb

Where to stay

Taipei has a huge range of
accommodation to choose
from, from budget hostels
to top-end luxury hotels, as
well as homestays with a local
family. For accommodation
recommendations, please visit
eng.taiwan.net.tw.

Exploring Taipei
(above) The
Dutch-built
17th-century
Fort San Domingo;
(this) the lights shine
at Longshan Temple
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Staying in Taipei
longer than 24
hours?

It’s worth staying several days
to explore Taipei’s museums
and malls, and to continue your
market food education. The city
is also circled by mountainous
countryside easily accessible
on day trips.
Yangmingshan National Park
lies close to northern Taipei and
its volcanic scenery offers fine
hikes. But note that the wellmaintained trails, such as those
leading to its highest point at
Mount Qixing (1,120m), can
often be crowded at weekends.
Alternatively, luxuriate at
Beitou Hot Springs. With much
of the geothermally heated
water being piped into smart
hotel resorts, for atmosphere’s
sake, join the locals at the openair public baths. Nearby you
can find some well-preserved
Japanese architecture around
the Beitou Hot Spring Museum.
Foodies (or those arriving
by ferry) may want to venture
to the city of Keelung, with its
Miaokou Night Market known
for delicacies like butter crab.
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BEYOND
TAIPEI
5 other cities you shouldn’t miss
While no trip is complete without a few days in Taipei, Taiwan’s
other cities are just as thrilling – with sights, culture, and fantastic
food aplenty. Here are five of our favourite little-visited cities…
Tainan

More like a living museum than
a metropolis, pretty Tainan
is Taiwan’s oldest city – and
its architecture, galleries and
canals tell enthralling tales of
times gone by. Follow the waft
of incense to Anping, in the
west of the city, to discover
spectacular religious relics:
from the tiny stone Wind God
Temple to the mighty Official

God of War Temple – one
of Taiwan’s most impressive
shrines, with priceless gold
artefacts and rose-coloured
interiors. Old merchant
houses, dating back to the
days of Dutch occupation
in the 17th century, are now
atmospheric old hotels and
independent museums –
while the Five Canals, the
former trading centre of Dutch

Anping, have been transformed
into an arty quarter of galleries,
shops and cafés.

Taitung

With the hot springs of Zhiben
on its doorstep, nature-rich
Green Island just off-shore,
and the Highway 11 coast road
(one of Taiwan’s best road trips)
heading northwards from the
city, there are plenty of reasons
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City sights
(above) Lady Linshui's
Temple in Tainan;
(below) admiring the
colourful Sansiantai
bridge in Taitung
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Colourful temples
The Glass Matsu Temple
in Lukang is made of
70,000 pieces of glass
Exploring the city
(this) Longshan Temple
in Lukang; (below) the
night lights shine bright
in Jiufen old street

to leave Taitung – but you’d be
foolish not to linger for a day or
two. Sandwiched between the
ocean and mountains, Taitung
has a laid-back, bohemian
style: think arty café-galleries,
quirky B&Bs, and great seafood
restaurants. The sea is too
rough for swimming in, but
you’re not here for a beach
holiday anyway: instead, head
for a dip in Huoshui Lake in
Taitung Forest Park — a tranquil
freshwater pool surrounded by
forest and gardens.

Lukang

to navigate cheaply using its
bike rental system (you’ll find
hubs at all major metro and
train stations). Kaohsiung’s two
swimming beaches are also a
hit with visitors and locals alike.
To see the city at its creative
and charismatic best, catch
the Art Kaohsiung Festival and
the International Container Arts
Festival – both in December.

This small, traditional city is
far sleepier than its west coast
neighbours, but it’s home
to some of Taiwan’s most
magnificent temples. Lose
yourself in Longshan Temple,
with its 10,000 square-metre
complex of ornate halls, handcarved deities and gilded
prayer rooms – all of which

Kaohsiung

If you’d visited Kaohsiung in its
industrial heyday, you’d find it
unrecognisable now: this oncegritty city has cleaned up its
act, and is now a joy to explore.
The old warehouses of Pier-2
have been transformed into art
galleries and vintage boutiques,
while the pristine 1,000-acre
Chaishan Nature Reserve offers
forest hikes on your doorstep
– and the whole city is easy
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date back to the 18th century.
The Glass Matsu Temple,
meanwhile, is constructed
from 70,000 pieces of glass:
it’s particularly magnificent at
night, when the entire complex
is lit by LED lights. While the
manufacturing metropolis of
Taichung is a stone’s throw
away, Lukang’s exports are
much more humble: don’t miss
Wu Tun-Hou Lantern Shop and
Mr Chen’s Fan Shop
(both on Zhongshan Road)
for a handmade piece of
Taiwanese treasure.

Jiufen

Slip away from the bright
lights of Taipei to discover
Jiufen — a mountainous
settlement 40 minutes from
the capital, surrounded by
waterfalls, forest and dizzying
peaks. Believe it or not, this
peaceful spot (a township,
rather than a true city) was
once a thriving metropolis
known as ‘Little Shanghai’,
thanks to its prosperous gold
mining industry in the 1930s.
Today, you can wander through
the old mining tunnels and
trace the area’s rich heritage
at the Gold Museum – part of
the beautifully-restored Gold
Ecological Park. It’s like stepping
back in time, with Japanese-era
architecture and the chance to
pan for your own treasure. You
could strike lucky: an estimated
US$6billion of gold still lies
beneath these hills...
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of the best outdoor
adventures in Taiwan

Whether you’re a hiker, biker, birdwatcher or beach
hopper, Taiwan has outdoor adventures aplenty.
These ideas will take you from Taipei’s mountains to
the nation’s far-flung islands – revealing wild and
wonderful landscapes at every turn

Snow Mountain
1 Summit


In summer, Snow Mountain blooms
purple and pink with rhododendron
flowers; in autumn, the forests’ fiery
colours set it ablaze – and in winter, it
really lives up to its name. There is no bad
time to scale Snow Mountain, or Xueshan:
it is spectacular year-round, with the
summit route taking you through bamboo
groves, across razor-sharp ridges, and
up to Shei-Pa National Park’s top spot –
where the views stretch all the way to
central Taiwan and the coast. Just before
you reach the peak, you’ll walk through
the Black Forest, where Formosan black
bears and Muntjac deer roam between
towering, twisting, thousand-year-old
trees. It’s like stepping into a fairy tale.
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LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY KEY
GENTLE

EASY

MEDIUM

HARD

SUPER TOUGH     
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Sip and stroll
2
around Alishan


As the Alishan Express leaves
Taiwan’s lowlands behind,
chugging up into the peaks
and plantations of its namesake

national park, you’ll soon
see why this landscape has
entranced visitors since the
1920s. Taiwan is famed for
its new high-speed rail links,
but this slow train is by far
its most scenic – and it’s the

best way to reach the Alishan
Forest Recreation Area. Up in
this rarified air, tea plantations
and cherry tree forests flourish
(visit in spring to see blooms
that rival Japan’s) – and hiking
trails lead through hundred-
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year-old cedar forests to
clifftop viewpoints. Try Alishan’s
famous oolong brew in one
of its charming family-run
tea houses, where each
plantation’s star blend is served
in traditional clay tea sets.
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the
3Cycle
country   

Cycling is a great way to get around Taiwan: the coastal roads
are smooth and well-maintained, the terrain is gentle, and
there are plenty of rest stops and bike-friendly hotels – often
with storage sheds and mechanics on hand, should you run
into trouble. Many police stations even offer showers for tired
cyclists. If you don’t have several weeks – or the stamina – to
circumnavigate the whole island by bike, Highway 11 makes for
an invigorating three-day pedal. Between Hualien and the city of
Taitung, the east coast route is peppered with cute artsy towns,
great seafood restaurants, and clifftop viewpoints that make the
perfect excuse for a breather. Other great routes include cycling
along the trails that cling to Taipei's network of rivers, or taking
in the beaches in the southern Kenting loop.

The wide open road

One of the many
cycling trails that loop
the picturesque Sun
Moon Lake

12
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on Sun
4Paddle
Moon Lake  

Anywhere else, a morning mist
would pass without comment
– but at Sun Moon Lake, you’ll
want to capture it on camera: it
clings to the water, making the
lake’s temples look like they’re
floating on a cloud. It’s a joy to
stroll around at any time of day,
with hiking routes aplenty on
its 33km circumference, but
you’ll want to get on the water
too: preferably in a canoe or
kayak, to discover the coves
that can’t be reached on land.
Sun Moon Lake sits in a sacred
tribal area: the Thao people —
Taiwan’s smallest official tribe

the
5Trace
Liwu River  

— live on its shores. Swimming
is forbidden on all but one day
of the year: the Swimming
Carnival in September sees
over 20,000 people splash
across the 3km stretch.

The Liwu River roars through
Taroko Gorge, but its tributaries
are much more peaceful,
with secluded waterfalls and

the Zhuilu
6Brave
Old Trail   

As you hike to the start of the Zhuilu Old
Trail, you’ll pass a small Buddhist shrine
carved into the face of the rock: a sweet
touch, you’ll probably surmise, before
walking on – but its significance soon
becomes clear. Clinging to the face of a
sheer-sided cliff, this trail is terrific and
terrifying in equal measure – no more
than 50cm wide in some places, and with
an eye-popping drop 1,100 metres to the
gorge floor below. The route was carved
by local people – a feat that must have
required nerves (and biceps) of steel.
This is Taroko National Park’s most
thrilling walk by far, crossing lofty
suspension bridges before you even
reach the trailhead, and very few
handrails or barrier between you and
that plummet.
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tranquil pools of turquoise
water – so-coloured because
of its high mineral content. It’s
like a naturally-hewn aquapark,
with smooth ‘waterslides’
carved into the marble, big
rocks to jump off, and plenty of
cooling cascades. All around,
the forest teems with life:
monkeys hoot and honk in
the trees, while you may find
yourself bathing alongside a
bemused cormorant. On a hot
day – or even a rainy one – it’s
a treat to splash your way up
the mini rapids, wallow in the
shallows, and keep an eye out
for Muntjac deer as you float
through the jungle.
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on the roof
7Stand
of Taiwan    

In this nation of mighty mountains,
Yushan is the loftiest: 3,952m of cloudpiercing, thigh-burning, adrenalinepumping rock. For the Taiwanese, it’s a
rite of passage to climb Yushan – also
known as Jade Mountain – at least once
in your lifetime. They’re no fools: this is
sheer hiking heaven. The route weaves
through wildflower meadows, tangled
forests, and up, up, into the lonely
fossil-strewn peaks of the national park.
It generally takes two days to reach the
summit, with a night in a mountain hut.
There are two routes to the top: from
Tatajia (suitable for novice hikers) and
from Dongpu (a quieter, more challenging
trail). Aim to summit at sunrise, when the
sun turns the clouds at your feet into a
sea of crimson and gold.
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Kenting’s
8Find
best beaches 

Kenting National Park, on the
southern tip of the island, is
Taiwan’s holiday hotspot –
drawing big crowds with its
white beaches and balmy
climate. But most people don’t

venture further than Kenting
Town, which is great news
for intrepid visitors, as there’s
over 333 square-kilometres
of pristine coves, jungly
mountains and coral reefs
to discover. It’s also prime
birdwatching territory, with

hawks, egrets and waterfowl
aplenty. Pick up a scooter
from Kenting Town and hit
the road immediately: just a
few kilometres away you’ll
find Sail Rock, a much quieter
community with a colourful
reef (excellent for snorkelling);
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the lonely Fongchueisha
('windblown') sand dunes;
and Eluanbi’s cluster of
beachside boutique hotels.
The best beach? Baisha gets
our vote, with its clear waters,
shuttlecock palm trees, and
quiet, sugar-soft sands.
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Close to nature
Japanese paradise
flycatchers can be
spotted across
Orchid Island

Go
9
birdwatching
on Orchid Island 

Orchid Island, or Lanyu, lies
90km off the coast of Taitung
– a volcanic isle that was outof-bounds for tourists until the
1960s, and which is still largely
off-radar. This wild isle is rich in
aboriginal culture (it’s the home
of the seafaring Tao tribe) and
natural beauty: its fertile forests
and coastal grottoes shelter
migrating birds and endemic
species aplenty – many of
which aren’t even found on the
mainland. You’ll spy the likes of
Japanese paradise flycatchers,
Taiwan green pigeons, and
Lanyu scops owls – and won’t
have to battle any crowds for

the best viewing spots. It’s easy
to hire a scooter and explore
independently, but consider
hiring a local guide instead:
tourism is a fledgling industry
here, and as well as an expert
pair of wildlife-watching eyes,
you’ll also get the chance to

learn more about the culture
and heritage of this colourful,
unique island.

in
10Wallow
hot springs 
Taiwan has one of the highest
concentrations of hot springs
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in the world – second only to
Japan. As such, bathing is an
important part of Taiwanese
culture, but not just for its
rejuvenating qualities: it’s also
a social event, with everything
from business deals to love
matches arranged in the
mineral-rich pools. The springs’
sources can be overwhelmingly
hot, so the Taiwanese prefer to
bathe in spas and hotels where
the water is piped in. Here
you can wallow to your heart’s
content – the perfect tonic after
a few days of hiking. Key areas
include Beitou (20 minutes
from downtown Taipei), Antong
(on the cycling hotspot of
Highway 11), and Lushan (in
central Taiwan).
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Impressive views

The Changchun
temple sits above this
dramatic waterfall in
Taroko National Park

Homestays in
Taiwan

A night in Taroko Gorge

In Taiwan, one of the best
ways to immerse yourself in
traditional culture is to take
part in a homestay. This is
where you spend the night
with a Taiwanese family,
usually enjoying a homecooked meal before bedding
down in the local family’s
house. It's a great way to
experience Taiwanese life
and make some friends as
well. As with hotels, you can
find homestays at all price
points across Taiwan. Visit
taiwanstay.net for more
information on booking your
own homestay.

To immerse yourself in Taiwan’s indigenous culture, head for the hills says
Hazel Plush – to stay in one of the country’s wild national parks

“H

urry – they’re waiting for
you!”, shouted the man
on the moped, a blur of
colour as he zoomed past
us and off, away, into the forest. Just as soon
as he’d appeared, he was gone: the only
other person we’d seen in three hours of
hiking. But his words hung in the air. Who
was waiting?
“Who do you think?”, laughed Ryan,
my guide, rolling his eyes up at the thick
tangle of vines overhead. “Our hosts! With
any luck, they’ll have the kettle on, too.”

Somewhere in the treetops, a monkey
hooted – a Formosan rock macaque,
probably keeping tabs on our progress too.
But the walk was one to savour: a
challenge, at first, as it twisted steeply up
into Taroko Gorge, the Liwu River churning
far below. As the path flattened and the
forest thickened, the river’s roar had faded
to a whisper, replaced with the musical
chirrups of drongos – their song somehow
brightening the heavy, humid air. In such
lush conditions, everything had grown to
massive dimensions: butterflies the size of

17

small birds; leaves the size of Nissan Micras.
I felt like Alice, strolling slack-jawed through
this super-sized Wonderland.
Ryan saw the house first: a lone low-rise
wooden cabin just off the trail – seemingly
deserted, except for a ribbon of smoke
rising from the chimney. A wrinkly face
appeared at a dark window, lighting it up
with a huge smile – yet more of those epic
proportions. “Ni hao”, I ventured; the limit
of my Mandarin. Another face, this time at
the door: a tiny, rosy-cheeked woman in
an apron, beaming too. She ushered us in,
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“”

She ushered us in, chattering in a
language I couldn't hope to fathom, but
some things don't need translating: we
were welcome.

Amazing wildlife

(clockwise from left)
Formosan rock
macaque; endemic
bronzed drongo;
scenic Taroko
national park

chattering in a language I couldn’t hope
to fathom, but some things don’t need
translating: we were welcome.
I’d first read about the Truku tribe in
National Geographic: they lived in these
mountains for centuries – fearsome
hunters, with face tattoos and a penchant
for collecting their enemies’ heads. They
thrived in this wild landscape, but in the
1890s – when Taiwan’s Japanese occupiers
set their sights on Taroko’s logging potential
– their lives changed forever. The battle for
their land lasted for years, but eventually
the Truku submitted and were banished to
the foothills and towns.
Now, a few Truku have returned to
the gorge, though these days they are
farmers rather than headhunters, their
face tattoos long gone. But up here,
relatively untouched by modern life, they
are reconnecting to their ancestors’ land –
and, in the enterprising spirit that typifies
Taiwan, a few are even welcoming guests
into their homes.
Amay’s kitchen looked like an alchemist’s
lair: all bubbling saucepans and jars of
mysterious spices, lit by lanterns and a lone
glassless window. She stirred and sautéed,
stepping deftly over the two tiny pups at
her feet: now the sun was fading, they’d
come in to huddle round the hob. Dingxi,
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her husband, poured the tea – herby and
sweet, the leaves plucked from a small
plantation in these very hills. I slurped it up
loudly, a sign of gratitude.
Though the Truku have their own
language, this sixty-something duo spoke
a smattering of Mandarin too, which Ryan
translated. Dingxi’s late father had been the
head of their community – and was the first
local person to open his cabin to travellers.
“We inherited this place when he died,” said
Amay, setting her ladle aside. “He loved this
land, and was so proud that people wanted
to stay here.” She smiled, but her eyes
were suddenly glistening with tears. “We
promised him we’d keep it open long after
he passed. Now it’s our home.”
She ushered me, like a flustered mum,
into the bathroom – and proudly pointed
to a huge boiler. Time to wash off the hike.
The hot water was magnificent, slooshing
and steaming like a Turkish hammam.

I silently thanked whoever had hauled
the boiler up the track (no car could ever
tackle that terrain), and skipped out to find
dinner being served – a feast of stir-fried
tofu, spiced sweet potato, egg drop soup

Taroko Gorge

(above) Traditional
weaving of the Truku
people; (this) part of
the hiking trail
through Taroko
National Park
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and tender garlicky chicken. No dainty
dumplings here: this was hearty, honest
mountain food – eaten mere steps from
where it was grown. Never had ‘Made in
Taiwan’ tasted so good.
As night descended, so did the clouds –
and before long, the corrugated roof was
pattering with rain. Amay did the dishes,
waving away our offers of help, while Dingxi
tinkered with a toolbox. It was the picture
of cosy domesticity: far from my visions of
Truku warriors, but wonderful nonetheless.
I hoped their forefathers’ wounds were
healing.
The rainfall lullaby worked its magic,
and I tumbled into bed: a surprisingly
soft tatami-style mat, beneath a nest of
duvets. Outside, the tree toads chirruped
as the weather closed in, while the dogs
snored gently in the kitchen. In this land
of reformed headhunters and gargantuan
forests, I couldn’t have felt more at home.
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Night lights

During Taiwan's many
lantern festivals, the
sky becomes ablaze
with thousands of
floating lanterns

3

spectacular festivals you can
only experience in Taiwan

Taiwan knows how to throw a great festival – from traditional lantern parades to
raucous dragon boat races. These three traditional festivities are big, bright, and
a little bit bonkers: the perfect introduction to Taiwan’s rich culture.

When? 19 February 2019
The Lantern Festival is one of Taiwan's
most impressive spectacles. Traditionally,
it was celebrated by carrying hand
lanterns through the streets, though today
it's combined with enormous colourful
floats of dragons, animated characters
and animals that move like a hypnotising
carnival parade. There's music, performers
and lanterns everywhere you look, as
well as some of Taiwan's best food sold
from market stalls and street vendors.
The festival is celebrated on the first full
moon after the Chinese New Year, with
an explosion of colourful fireworks in the
evening to kick the party into full gear.

Yanshui Beehive
Fireworks Festival

When? 18 - 19 February 2019
The ‘beehive’ in this festival’s name refers
to the structures carried by the crowd:
they’re constructed from wood to resemble
everything from cartoon characters to
pirate ships – and stuffed with thousands
of fireworks. Revellers flock, donning
helmets before setting their beehives
ablaze – sending rockets ricocheting in
every direction. The ritual started in the
late 19th century, when a local shaman
lit firecrackers to ward off the plague.
You’ll want to be cloaked head-to-toe in
protective gear: being hit by a firework is
thought to be lucky, but your insurance
(and common sense) may insist otherwise.

Lukang Dragon
Boat Festival

When? May/June
The most extravagant of Taiwan’s dragon
boat festivals, Lukang features a calendar
of action-packed races and entertainment.
To avoid the summer heat, most events
take place at night: the whole town is lit
with fairy lights and lasers, while the river
sparkles beneath bright lanterns. But the
peace is soon shattered by the after-dark
dragon boat races (the only ones of their
kind in Taiwan): rowers come from all over
the nation to compete in the frenetic, fastpaced dash upstream, much to the delight
of the thousands-strong crowd. Alongside
the races, you’ll find live concerts, street
parades, and food stalls galore.

Chang Hua County Government

The Taiwan
Lantern Festival
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9

amazing things to eat in Taiwan
(and where to eat them)

From the smoky, sizzling food stalls in Taipei’s night markets, to the deftlycrafted dumplings of Din Tai Fung, Taiwan loves its food – and so will you.
Don’t miss these delectable dishes...

1

Beef noodle soup

What’s that? This tangle of
noodles, spicy broth, and
succulent slow-cooked beef is
Taiwan’s favourite dish – slurped
everywhere from street markets to
five-star restaurants. It’ll warm you
from the inside out: the perfect
post-hike grub.

Why should I eat it? It’s Taiwan
on a plate – or, rather, a bowl. The
beef is so tender you could cut it
with a spoon, but the noodles have
bite. As does the chilli: ask for your
soup mild if you can’t handle heat.
Where to tuck in: Skip the fancy
restaurants: this soulful speciality
is best-served from family-run
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canteens. In Taipei, the crowds at
Ay-Chung Rice Flour Noodles in
Ximending often queue around
the block – but trust us, those
bowlfuls are well worth the wait.
Everyone has their own recipe,
so consider it your duty to try as
many as you can.
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2

Alishan tea

What’s that? This oolong tea,
grown high on the Ali mountain
range in central Taiwan, makes a
light and flowery brew. The prized
leaves must be cultivated over
1,000 metres above sea level,
and they grow so slowly they’re
harvested only twice a year.
Why should I eat it? Though it
has long been a favourite tea in
Taiwan, Alishan is fairly unknown
in international circles – but
connoisseurs are now taking note.
It's always a treat to sip an Alishan
brew in the very mountains where
it was grown.
Where to tuck in: The Alishan
National Scenic Area has many
tea houses to choose from: tea is
steeped in a traditional yixing (clay
teapot) for three minutes, then
served in tiny cups. Alishan leaves
are also sold across Taiwan.

3

Bubble tea

What’s that? Is it a drink? Is it
a dessert? Usually served in a
takeaway cup and slurped on the
go, this milky or fruity iced tea
comes with a love-it-or-loathe-it
surprise at the bottom: small pearls
of tapioca jelly. When these sugary
marbles whiz up your super-sized
straw (extra wide to accommodate
them), it’s not clear whether you
should be drinking or chewing –
so do both, and ride that caffeine
wave for the rest of the day.
Why should I drink it? Taiwan
invented bubble tea (also known
as boba, or pearl milk tea), so while
it might feel like you’ve succumbed
to fast food, you’re actually
sampling something authentic.
Where to tuck in: Trendy hole-inthe-wall joints make great bubble
tea, with loads of flavours: green
tea, caramel, mocha and many
more. You’ll find them in cities and
towns all over the country.
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4

Lu rou fan

What’s that? Five spice, molasses
and lashings of soy sauce make
this slow-braised pork dish a recipe
you'll want to replicate at home. Lu
rou fan is served with leafy greens
and sticky rice in restaurants all
over the land: in the south it's often
made with minced pork, while
northern chefs prefer cubed meat.
Either way, it's delicious.
Why should I eat it? For many
Taiwanese, this sweet-savoury
delicacy is an all-time favourite.
Where to tuck in: It's impossible
to miss – or resist. You'll find lu
rou fan everywhere from fivestar restaurants to biandang
– Taiwan Railway's cheap and
tasty mealboxes, available at
train stations and popular with
commuters.

5

Chou doufu

What’s that? Chou doufu – also
known as stinky tofu – really lives
up to its name. Honestly, it smells
awful (like the ripest of cheeses),
but if you can get past the smell
it’s surprisingly inoffensive: creamy
and soft, and positively delectable
when fried. It gets its stench from
a fermentation process, during
which it’s steeped in brine for
anything from a few days to a few
months.
Why should I eat it? Like the
durian, that ill-scented Asian
fruit, tasting stinky tofu is a rite of
passage: no trip to Taiwan would
be complete without a bite.
Where to tuck in: Follow your
nose – not that you’ll want to –
through the night markets and
street food stalls all over Taiwan.
Chou doufu is a snack rather than
a full meal, ideal for nibbling on
the go.
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6

Oyster omelette

What’s that? Omelettes aren’t
just for breakfast: they’re whipped
up at all times of day, stuffed with
oysters, onions and vegetables.
Get yours fresh from a street food
stall: it’ll be sizzled and flipped
before your very eyes, with a good
dose of chilli and lime juice too.
Why should I eat it? It’s cheap,
fast, and tasty. As an island nation,
Taiwan loves its seafood.
Where to tuck in: Look for the
street food stall with the longest
queue, as that’s where the freshest
oysters will be. You’ll find excellent
seafood in any of Taiwan’s
seaside settlements, but the city
of Kaohsiung, in the south, is
particularly renowned for its fish.

7

Xiaolongbao

What’s that? In Shanghainese
style, these delicately-twisted
dumplings are steamed to plump
perfection in bamboo caskets.
The herby pork stuffing creates
a soup inside the dumpling as it
cooks – making for a delicious (if
sometimes dribbly) bite.
Why should I eat it? Because it’s
sheer umami heaven.
Where to tuck in: The awardwinning Din Tai Fung restaurants
(in Taipei, Taichung City, Kaohsiung
City and Hsinchu City) each serve
thousands of dumplings per day.
There are vegetarian options, as
well as fabulously oozy chocolate
versions. As you tuck in, you can
watch the chefs making each
one by hand: a hypnotic culinary
origami. Learn their tricks at
Taiwan Cooking 101 in Taipei, with
culinary whizkid Chef Jeff. As well
as sharing traditional recipes and
insider secrets, he’s a trove of info
on the city’s food scene.
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8

Shaved ice

What’s that? The perfect foil for
Taiwan’s fresh mangos, pineapples
and passion fruit, shaved ice is
exactly as it sounds – a bowl of ice
flakes topped with fruit, syrups,
sweet taro or red bean.
Why should I eat it? There’s
always a good excuse. Hot day? It’s
just the tonic. Been hiking? What
a reward. Don’t save shaved ice
‘til dessert: you’ll see Taiwanese
people tucking in any time.
Where to tuck in: Shaved ice stalls
(tsua bing) can be found all over
the place, but Yi Da Shaved Ice
Dessert in Hualien’s Dongdamen
market deserves special mention.
It takes ice-shaving to a new level,
with futuristic machines and huge
blocks of fresh flavours.

9

Pineapple cake

What’s that? Just when you
thought you couldn’t possibly
squeeze another morsel of food
in, out comes the pineapple
cake – and trust us, you’ll want
to make room. These squares of
sweet sponge cake are filled with
pineapple jam, and make the
perfect accompaniment to
a cup of Alishan tea.
Why should I eat it? The
Taiwanese don’t do many desserts,
but pineapple cake – or feng li su –
always hits the spot.
Where to tuck in: If you’re
heading to a homestay, bring a
box of pineapple cake for your
hosts – and if you’re hiking, pop a
pre-packaged one in your pocket.
You’ll find it everywhere from street
stalls to supermarkets.
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